CIB - HOMICIDE
POLICE DEPARTMENT
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Initial Office Report
TO:

Commanding Officer
Homicide Unit

FROM:

Detective Greg Macgillivary
& Carew

SUBJECT:

Initial Office Report
Homicide Investigation

OCCURRED:

02/09/99 1400
4400 N Franklintown
CC Number:
998805801
District:
SWD

Case Number:
Post:

99H0030
823

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:
On 09 February 1999 at approximately 1330 hours, Detective Albert Marcus contacted your investigator
indicating that Coppin State College Police had information concerning a body found in Leakin Park. Your
investigators responded arriving at 1345hours.
Investigation revealed that an employee of Coppin State College had observed a body within Leakin
Park. The employee then led your investigators into Leakin Park and directed units to the 4400 blk. N.
Franklintown Road where the remains of a female were discovered partially buried.
Crime Lab Units #5833 and #5830 responded and processed the scene.
Doctor Aquino along with O.C.M.E. investigators responded to the scene.
Doctor Rodriguez III, Office Of The Armed Forces Medical Examiners Office responded and disinterred
the body and processed the scene.
Investigator Caldwell responded and removed the remains pending autopsy on 10 February 1999.
On February 1999, Doctor Aquino, Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, performed an autopsy on the
remains of the victim and discovered that the victim had been strangled and ruled the manner of death a
Homicide.
Next of Kin have been notified.

NOTIFICATIONS OF THE INCIDENT:
On 09 February 1999, at approximately 1320 hours, Detective Albert Marcus, Homicide Unit receives a
call from Chief Ronald Collins, Chief of Security, Coppin State College. Chief Collins advises Detective
Marcus that one of the college's employees has discovered a body within Leakin Park. Detective Marcus
then contacts your investigator along with Detective William Ritz. Your investigators respond to the
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college arriving at approximately 1345 hours. Subsequently, your investigators are directed to the 4400
blk. of N. Franklintown Road. It is at this location that a body is found buried approximately 127 feet off
the roadside .

VICTIMS

(Name, DOB, Race, Sex, Al:e, Address, Condition):

ILe" Hae Mi, 10115180 A /F 18

I

CRIME SCENE:
The crime scene is found in the 4400 blk. N. Franklintown Road within Leakin Park. A body is located
partially buried approximately 127 feet from the road, next to a fallen tree, within a wooded area in a
shallow grave.
A empty half pint bottle is located several feet from the remains along with a section of clothes line.
Feathers are located on a section of the fallen tree, same are photographed and recovered.
Six 9mm. cartridge casings along with thirteen .40 caliber cartridge casings are observed in the
street and along the roadside. These casings are photographed and recovered.
A rolled condom and wrapper are also observed along side of the road. These items are photographed
and recovered.
Several Block Buster cases are observed on the opposite side of the street, these items are
photographed and recovered.
Several tire tracks are discovered in the soil just off the roadside which is described as a parking area.
These tracks are photographed and casts are made to preserve the indentations.
After the body is disinterred, a fiber is observed under U.V. light, on the victim's outer garmets. A
second fiber is found after the remains are removed. This fiber is observed on top of the soil, and is
illuminated under U.v. light. These fibers are recovered and are submitted into evidence at the Evidence
Control Section with the proper Laboratory requests.
On 10 February 1999 at approximately 0900 hours, an Post Mortem Examination is conducted on the
victim that is disinterred from Leakin Park. The remains are that of an Asian Female approximately
seventeen to twenty years of age. The examination is conducted by Doctor Aquino, Associate Medical
Examiner and supervised by Doctor Marguerite Korell Deputy Chief Medical Examiner.
At the conclusion of the examination, it was determined that the victim met her demise as a result of
Manual Strangulation. Doctor Korrell ruled the manner of death a Homicide.
Detective Gordon Carew also attended the Post Mortem Examination of the victim and recovered the
following items of evidentiary value:
#1. one white jacket
#2. one black skirt
#3. one gray shirt
#4. one pair of women's panties
#5. one pair of women's stockings
#6. silver metal necklace
#7. yellow metal necklace
#8. school ring
#9. silver interlocking ring with a clear stone
#10. vial of the victim's blood
#11. fingernail clippings recovered from the victim's left and right hands
#12. swabs taken from the victim's vagina, rectum and mouth
#13. hair removed from the victim's Head, and Pubic areas
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Detective Gordon Carew recovers the above described items and submits same into the Evidence
Control Section along with the proper laboratory requests.
Additionally, Doctor Rodriguez III, returns to the crime scene on 10 February 1999, along with
additional staff. Doctor Rodriguez continues to process the scene for additional evidence, however none
is discovered.

FIRST OFFICERS REPORT:
Officer Andre Pringle receives the call from the Southwest Dispatcher, Communications Division, to
respond to the 4400 block of Franklintown Road at the direction of Homicide Units.
Upon arriving on the scene, Officer Pringle takes charge of the crime scene and makes the proper
notifications.

WITNESSES(Name. DOB, Race, Sex, Age, Address):

None at this time.

FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION:
See Progress reports for follow- up reports.

. .

SUSPECTS(Name. DOB
Syed, Adnan Masud

.

Race Sex. Me Address)'
01 M 17

Johnnycake Road

CONCLUSION:
None at this time.

Respectfully,

CIB - HOMICIDE

-----------------------------------------------Approving Supervisor
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